The Angry Woman Suite
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Reviews: Raised in a crumbling New
England mansion by four women with
personalities as split as a cracked mirror,
young Francis Grayson has an obsessive
need to fix them all. Theres his mother,
distant and beautiful Magdalene; his
disfigured, suffocating Aunt Stella; his
odious grandmother; and the bane of his
existence, his abusive and delusional Aunt
Lothian. For years, Francis plays a tricky
game of duck and cover with the women,
turning to music to stay sane. He finds a
friend and mentor in Aidan Madsen,
schoolmaster, local Revolutionary War
historian, musician and keeper of the
Grayson womens darkest secrets. In a
skillful move by Fullbright, those secrets
are revealed through the viewpoints of
three different people--Aidan, Francis and
Francisstepdaughter, Elyse--adding layers
of eloquent complexity to a story as
powerful as it is troubling. While Francis
realizes his dream of forming his own big
band in the 1940s, his success is tempered
by the inner monster of his childhood, one
that roars to life when he marries Elyses
mother. Elyse becomes her stepfathers
favorite target, and her bitterness becomes
entwined with a desire to know the real
Francis Grayson. For Aidans part, his
involvement with the Grayson family only
deepens, and secrets carried for a lifetime
begin to coalesce as he seeks to enlighten
Francis--and subsequently Elyse--of why
the events of so many years ago matter
now. The ugliness of deceit,betrayal and
resentment permeates the narrative, yet
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there are shining moments of hope,
especially in the relationship between
Elyse and her grandfather. Ultimately, as
more of the past filters into the present, the
question becomes: What is the truth, and
whose version of the truth is correct?
Fullbright never untangles this conundrum,
and it only adds to the richness of this
exemplary novel. Kirkus Reviews

What is the title of the book and when was it published? The Angry Woman Suite was published March 10, 2012.
Whats the books first line?6 quotes from The Angry Woman Suite: The people you will love in your lifetime will give
you certain things, different things. And those different thing Secrets and lies suffuse generations of one Pennsylvania
family, creating a vicious cycle of cruelty in this historical novel that spans the earlyAmazon??????The Angry Woman
Suite??????????Amazon?????????????Lee Fullbright????????????????????The Angry Woman Suite is quite a ride. Set
in the early 1900s, it is a story of family conflict, mystery, drama and love. Young Francis Grayson grows up with aOsta
kirja The Angry Woman Suite Lee Fullbright (ISBN 9781937698539) osoitteesta . Ilmainen toimitus Meilla on
miljoonia kirjoja, loyda seuraava Verdict: The Angry Woman Suite is an unsettling and engrossing read, by the
overbearing, obsessive and disturbed women in his family.Great deals on The Angry Woman Suite by Lee Fullbright.
Limited-time free and discounted ebook deals for The Angry Woman Suite and other great books.Buy a cheap copy of
The Angry Woman Suite book by Lee Fullbright. More From Kirkus Reviews: Raised in a crumbling New England
mansion by four womenThe Angry Woman Suite has 1216 ratings and 281 reviews. Bookish Indulgenges with said:
This is a family saga that is told from the Point of View of thre Tracy Helps You recommends The Angry Woman Suite
by Lee Fullbright. Believable characters alternate narrating their history weaving a
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